
Description
EchoPod, a general purpose non-contact 
ultrasonic level switch, controller and trans-
mitter for small tanks 49.2” (1.25 m) or 

-

feed applications integrating process or con-
trol automation of small tanks mounted on 
tools, skids or machines. The rugged PVDF 
enclosure is well suited for a wide range of 
corrosive, waste or slurry type media, and 
can be broadly selected for atmospheric day 
tank, process vessel or dispenser, pump lift 
station and waste sump applications. Level 
indication can be monitored via a local dis-
play or controlled through a PLC.

Flowline introduces EchoPod, an innovative level
-

sure sensors that fail due to dirty, sticking and scal-
ing media in small tanks 49.2” (1.25 m) or less. 
EchoPod, a general purpose sensor, combines non-
contact switch, controller and transmitter capabili-
ties in one package. Combining 4 relays, 4-20 mA 
output and pump/valve control in one small sensor 
allows EchoPod to be your total solution. Mainte-
nance free, EchoPod reduces tank system hardware 
through simplicity and consolidation. Additionally, 
EchoPod is well suited for corrosive and dirty appli-
cations with its non-metallic housing and transducer. 

and automation. The time to “Think Small and Win 
Big” is now, and it’s with EchoPod.
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Ordering Notes

1)  EchoPod can not  be  configured
without the Fob USB interface tool
(LI99-1001) and WebCal. One Fob 
will configure all EchoPods. 

2)  WebCal is a free download from our
website at www.flowline.com/webcal
(Windows® XP Compatible).

®

Provides switch, controller and transmitter 
capabilities

-
ity and pressure level switches

WebCal, an innovative PC user interface that 

Compact sensor with 2” dead band and beam 
width optimized for small tank applications 
49.2” (1.25 m) or less 

®

Ordering
RoHS
Compliant



®

-

Functions

4-20 mA output 
Reversible 4-20 mA output

1 or 2 pump/valve operation


